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“Culture eats strategy for breakfast”
- Probably not Peter Drucker
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Microsoft President Brad 

Smith acknowledged that 

the company “was on the 

wrong side of history when 

open source exploded at the 

beginning of the century and 

I can say that about me 

personally. The good news is 

that, if life is long enough, 

you can learn… that you 

need to change.”
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Kubernetes & AKS
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1Gartner.

of global organizations will 

be running containerized 

applications in production1

75%>
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Kubernetes is built and maintained by the community

35,000
contributors

148,00
0

commits

#1
GitHub project

Kubernetes collects wisdom, code, and efforts 

from hundreds of corporate contributors and 

thousands of individual contributors

Microsoft is part of this vibrant community and leads in the associated 

committees to help shape the future of Kubernetes and its ecosystem

CNCF

platinum member

CNCF

technical oversight 

committee

CNCF

governing board

Kubernetes

steering committee

Linux Foundation

board member

AKS is certified Kubernetes conformant, ensuring portability and interoperability of your container workloads
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https://www.cncf.io/about/members/
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What’s behind the growth?
Kubernetes: the leading orchestrator shaping the future app development and management

It’s widely used It’s vendor-neutral It’s community-supported

Kubernetes is in production for 

global companies across industries1

A variety of cloud providers 

offer robust Kubernetes support

There’s a huge community of active 

contributors supporting Kubernetes3

1.1 million
contributions

since 2016

35,000
contributors

since 2016

1Kubernetes.io. “Kubernetes User Case Studies.” 2CNCF. “Kubernetes Is First…” 3CNCF. K8s Project Journey 
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Microsoft contributions to the community

Packaging 

& distribution

Scalability

& control

Kubernetes 

developer tooling

Helm

CNAB

Virtual Kubelet Gatekeeper

Draft

Brigade

VS Code 
Kubernetes 
Extensions

Open Container 
Initiative

Dapr

KEDA Service Mesh 
Interface
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Kubernetes on its own is not enough

Unlock the agility for containerized 

applications using: 

• Infrastructure automation that simplifies 

provisioning, patching, and upgrading

• Tools for containerized app development 

and CI/CD workflows

• Services that support security, governance, 

and identity and access management

Save time from infrastructure management and roll out updates faster without compromising security

IDE container 
support

Registry 
supporting
Helm

CI/CD

Monitoring

Microservice 
debugging

NetworkingVirtual machines

Security Governance Identity

Source code 
repository<\>

Kubernetes

Storage Data 

Infrastructure automation
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Kubernetes on Azure
Enterprise-grade by design

Unified management Multi-layer security 

Hardened security and 
layers of isolation across 
compute resources, data, 

and networking

Enterprise support

Support from certified 
Kubernetes experts or an 

interactive portal experience 
for faster diagnostics and 

troubleshooting 

Consistent 
configuration and 
governance across 

environments

Built-in best practices

Proactive and actionable 
recommendations, based 

on knowledge from 
thousands of enterprise 

engagements 
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Kubernetes on Azure | Enterprise-grade by design

Development tools Platform

Azure 
Kubernetes 

Service

Azure 
Red Hat 

OpenShift

Azure 
Container 
Instances

Azure Arc
Management across environments

Community

Active 
Directory

Azure 
Policy

Security 
Center

Key 
Vault

Azure 
AdvisorGitHub

Visual Studio 
Code

Azure Container 
Registry

Azure Dev 
Spaces

Azure 
Monitor 中国开源软件推进联盟



Bringing you the enterprise expertise

Best practices from 

of enterprise engagements
1000s

on-call support backed by 
Kubernetes certified experts 

24x7x365

Security experts focused on 
your data security and privacy

3,500

Built-in 
Best
practices

Enterprise
support

Multi-layer 
Security 

Available in more regions 

than any other cloud provider
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Work how you want with opensource tools and APIs

Development DevOps Monitoring Networking Storage Security

Take advantage of 

services and tools 

in the Kubernetes 

ecosystem

Leverage 100+ 

turn-key Azure 

services

Azure 
VNET

Azure StorageAzure Monitor

CNAB

Virtual 
kubelet

Azure 
Pipelines

ARM

Container 
Registry

Azure 
Policy

AAD

Key Vault

Service 
Mesh 
Interface

Azure Cosmos DB

Visual 
Studio Code

GitHub ASC中国开源软件推进联盟



GitHub Update
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About GitHub

● GitHub’s mission is to build the global platform for developer collaboration. As the home for all developers, we’re focused on 

making GitHub accessible to as many people as possible.

● We know developers rely on GitHub to do their jobs, to work on personal projects, and as a way to give back to the broader 

global community on projects and issues they care about.

● We’re determined to continue to make GitHub even more accessible to developers everywhere. Every day we see individual 

developers, small teams, and big enterprises come to GitHub to collaborate, manage their work, and scale their organizations.

● We want every developer and team on earth to be able to use GitHub whether it’s public or private work. We see GitHub as the 

earth’s monorepo, and the entire earth as a single team.
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● Open source is built by a global team of maintainers, developers, researchers, designers, writers, and more. On average, each open 

source project on GitHub welcomed contributors from 41 different countries and regions this year.

● Developers on GitHub

○ 50M+ developers total building on GitHub in 2020; 

○ 80%+ of users are contributing from outside of the US. 

○ Top 10 countries and regions with most users (globally): United States, China, India, United Kingdom, Brazil, 

Germany, Russia, Canada, Japan, France

● Education

○ 2M total students have learned to code on GitHub.

○ 40K total teachers have used GitHub in their courses to teach real-world developer workflows.

● Organizations

○ 3M+ organizations bring people together in public and private repositories on GitHub. Enterprise Cloud users alone 

worked in organizations from 70+ different countries around the world this year.

● Enterprise 

○ 32 Global Fortune 50 companies are building the software behind their businesses on GitHub Enterprise and almost 

78% of Global Fortune 50 companies have made a contribution to open source.

○ GitHub Enterprise Cloud accounts alone came from more than 70 different countries.

● Security

○ Over the past year, 12.3M+ security alerts remediated across the community. (192% YoY)

○ 776K+ automated fixes merged into GitHub repositories, via pull requests opened by Dependabot. (13% YoY)

○ 120+ CVEs discovered over the last two years (this is higher than any other SAST vendor team).

GitHub Snapshot
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Registered Developers in China:

China is GitHub’s largest market in APAC and the second largest 

overall in the world. Users in China constitute 34% of users from 

APAC and 12% of the total users on the platform.

Signups growth in China:

In the trailing twelve months ("TTM"), signups in China grew 37%. 

This growth was more rapid than what we saw in United States 

(22% TTM growth), the country with largest developer base.

Enterprise Cloud accounts growth in China:

In the trailing twelve months ("TTM"), Enterprise cloud accounts 

grew 42%, which was faster than the APAC region as a whole 

(33% TTM growth) and globally (28% TTM growth).

GitHub in China
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Open source in China:

● In the trailing twelve months ("TTM"), OSS repos in China 

grew 31%, which is outpacing APAC (29% TTM growth) 

and the rest of the world (23% TTM growth). OSS 

contributors have grown more rapidly in China (22% TTM 

growth) than globally (14% TTM growth).

● All time: China is ranked second in the world for both the 

number of OSS repos created and distinct OSS project 

contributors.

● All time: China is ranked the first in APAC for both the 

number of OSS repos created and distinct OSS project 

contributors.

GitHub Education in China:

In the trailing twelve months ("TTM"), we have seen 8% growth in 

total users who take advantage of the education program on 

GitHub from China.

*Note: The trailing twelve month period used in this report is 

March 1st, 2019 to March 1st, 2020.
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Securing the OSS Supply Chain
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Food supply chain

Farmer Buyer Distributor Customer
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Software supply chain

Open source
developer

Source code
repository

Application
developers

End users and
customers
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Software supply chain

Open source
developer

Source code
repository

Application
developers

Package
manager

Build
pipeline

StorefrontBuild
pipeline

Package
caching

End users and
customers
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CVE-2018-1000136 – Electron

Electron

Visual Studio 

Code

Atom

Slack

Discord
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Dependency Chains Are Longer Now

Electron
Visual Studio 

Code
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Food supply chain

“We tested our 
crops and we 

found no ecoli”

“We transport 
and store all 
crops safely”

“We keep all produce 
cold and dispose of 

expired stock”

“I’m not going to get 
sick by eating this”

✔ ✔ ✔✔
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Software supply chain

“I ran analysis 
tools against my 
code and they all 

passed”

“All code came from 
these contributors 
and passed code 

review”

“We used these open 
source projects and 
packages, and these 
are our build results”

“I can trust that this 
code is secure and 
tested and fits my 

policy requirements”

✔✔ ✔ ✔
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Bill of materials and policy

Producer identity
Who created/operated on this piece?

Is this producer allowed?

Product identity
What is this product?

Is this product allowed?

Integrity
Proof the product is unaltered

Is what I received what was shipped?

Licensing
How the product may be used

Does the license meet my requirements?

Creation
How the product was created

Does the creation process meet my 
requirements?

Materials
How the product was created

Do the materials meet my requirements
中国开源软件推进联盟



Software Package Data Exchange

SPDX Document

Document Creation Information

Package Information

File Information

Snippet Information

Other Licensing Information

Relationships

Annotations

• Open standard for communicating 
software bill of material information

• Common format for companies to 
share data about software licenses, 
copyrights, and security references

• Can be implemented in XML 
or tag-value formats中国开源软件推进联盟



• Final product integrity

• Process compliance

• Traceability and attestation

• Task and privilege separation

Project Owner
Defines supply chain layout

Functionaries
Perform steps in supply chain

and provide link metadata record

Client
Performs verification on

layout and link metadata 

in-toto
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Software supply chain

Source code
repository

Application
developers

Package
manager

Build
pipeline

StorefrontBuild
pipeline

Package
caching

Software bill of materials

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔
End users and

customers
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In Closing
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2018

“Judge us by the actions 

we have taken in the 

recent past, our actions 

today and in the future”

- Satya Nadella, CEO Microsoft
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2020

“Judge us by the actions 

we have taken in the 

recent past, our actions 

today and in the future”

- Satya Nadella, CEO Microsoft
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Stephen R. Walli, Azure Office of the CTO

@stephenrwalli

Thank You
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